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Abstract. State-space models (SSM) are often used for analyzing complex ecological
processes that are not observed directly, such as marine animal movement. When outliers are
present in the measurements, special care is needed in the analysis to obtain reliable location and
process estimates. Here we recommend using the Laplace approximation combined with
automatic differentiation (as implemented in the novel R package Template Model Builder;
TMB) for the fast fitting of continuous-time multivariate non-Gaussian SSMs. Through Argos
satellite tracking data, we demonstrate that the use of continuous-time t-distributedmeasurement
errors for error-prone data is more robust to outliers and improves the location estimation
compared to using discretized-time t-distributed errors (implemented with a Gibbs sampler) or
using continuous-time Gaussian errors (as with the Kalman filter). Using TMB, we are able to
estimate additional parameters compared to previous methods, all without requiring a
substantial increase in computational time. The model implementation is made available
through the R package argosTrack.
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INTRODUCTION

Studying individual animal movement is fundamental

to determining the biological processes that affect the

dynamic structure and function of ecosystems (Nathan

et al. 2008). Technological advances in satellite telem-

etry, such as Argos archival data loggers, have allowed

researchers to track animal movements and behavior in

difficult-to-study environments like marine systems.

However, non-Gaussian measurement errors are inher-

ent to this technology (Jonsen et al. 2005), with the

magnitude of each of these errors associated with one of

seven location classes. Thus our understanding of

movement, which is already complicated by multiple

spatiotemporal scales and interactions between habitat,

life history, and physiology, is further obscured by

errors in the observation process (Patterson et al. 2008).

State-space models (SSMs) estimate the parameters

and true locations underlying stochastic animal move-

ment processes (Jonsen et al. 2003, 2005, 2012, Sibert et

al. 2003). A SSM can explicitly account for error

inherent to the Argos system while simultaneously

fitting a movement model to data, thereby separating

the stochasticity in the movement from the stochasticity

in the data collection (Jonsen et al. 2005, Johnson et al.

2008, McClintock et al. 2012). Extensive research and

development in the past decade has produced widely

applicable SSMs that can answer a variety of biological

questions. SSMs are now capable of accounting for

sources of movement variability related to environmen-

tal covariates (Jonsen et al. 2003, Bestley et al. 2012,

McClintock et al. 2012), behavior (Jonsen et al. 2005,

Mills Flemming et al. 2008, Bestley et al. 2012,

McClintock et al. 2012,), bias, or drift (Johnson et al.

2008, McClintock et al. 2012), and can also model

multiple tracks simultaneously (Jonsen et al. 2006,

Eckert et al. 2008, Bestley et al. 2012). The increasing

popularity of SSMs is evident in the literature, and is no

doubt partially driven by the availability of R packages

for fitting SSMs, like bsam (Jonsen et al. 2005, 2015) and

crawl (Johnson et al. 2008, 2013).

Given the importance of animal movement and the

flexibility of SSMs for estimating true locations while

simultaneously relating them to various environmental

(and other) covariates of interest, these models and their

implementations still warrant further development. In

fact, despite widespread application in movement

ecology, SSMs remain at times both difficult to

understand (Tremblay et al. 2009) and to implement

(Patterson et al. 2008). Current limitations arise from

underlying difficulties of likelihood computation and

maximization for non-Gaussian and nonlinear models.

Although Johnson et al. (2008) utilized the computa-

tionally efficient Kalman filter (applicable only to linear
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Gaussian SSM formulations) to evaluate their model

likelihood, both Jonsen et al. (2005) and McClintock et

al. (2012) relied on computationally expensive and

comparatively slow Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) techniques to estimate locations and model

parameters, while Pedersen et al. (2011) discretized the

state space and used a Hidden Markov Model. Features

which add outlier robustness to models, specifically

heavy-tailed error distributions, increase model com-

plexity and computation time. For example, Johnson et

al. (2008) were able to use the fast Kalman filter for

evaluating their continuous-time SSM because they

modeled the measurement errors with Gaussian distri-

butions instead of the more robust t-distributions of

Jonsen et al. (2005); while the former model takes only

minutes to fit, the latter can take hours for a standard

Argos track (an average of 21 observations per day for

five months).

Template Model Builder (TMB; developed by Kasper

Kristensen) is a recently developed R package that is

functionally similar to AD Model Builder (ADMB;

Fournier et al. 2012): it uses a combination of reverse-

mode automatic differentiation and the Laplace ap-

proximation for high-dimension integrals in order to

perform parameter estimation (package freely available

online).5 Such a combination allows for the efficient

fitting of complex (nonlinear, non-Gaussian, and

hierarchical) models to large multivariate data sets

(Fournier et al. 2012).

Here we adapt the SSM formulated in Johnson et al.

(2008) for fitting within the TMB framework. We use

two versions: the original model of Johnson et al.

(2008), and a modified model assuming t-distributed

measurement errors as in Jonsen et al. (2005).

Hereafter we interchangeably describe an SSM with t-

distributed measurement errors as non-Gaussian or

robust. We fit these models to simulated data as well as

to real data collected from both a subadult and an

adult ringed seal (Pusa hispida) in Nunavut, Canada.

Ecological differences in movement and behavior in

relation to ontogeny occur in ringed seals (Harwood et

al. 2015). Thus two age groups (i.e., adult and

subadult) were chosen to illustrate model versatility

with movement data reflecting different behavioral

patterns where subadults often have periods of strong

directional persistence while adults typically remain

resident. Our aim is twofold. First, we demonstrate

through simulation and the calculation of mean

squared errors that within the TMB framework, SSMs

with t-distributed errors can be fitted quickly, and

second, we show the efficacy of using the Laplace

approximation for fitting SSMs to real Argos telemetry

data, specifically as implemented in TMB. We make all

code readily available through the R package argos-

Track (Supplement) to both facilitate the implementa-

tion of SSMs in TMB and to provide a toolbox that

researchers can utilize to fit these SSMs to marine

telemetry data (argosTrack available online).6

METHODS

Model formulation

Velocity process.—We implement the continuous-time

correlated random walk model described in Johnson et

al. (2008). For each coordinate c ¼ 1,2 (latitude [1],

longitude [2]), the instantaneous velocity of the animal

mc,i at time i is described by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck

process

mc;i � cc ¼ e�bcDi ½mc;i�1 � cc� þ gc;i: ð1Þ

In this process, cc describes the long-term mean

velocity (can be interpreted as drift), while bc . 0

determines how long a period with high or low velocities

will last (i.e., the autocorrelation in the process).

Further, Di denotes the time interval between mc,i�1 and
mc,i, and gc,i is a random error term that follows a

Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance

V(gc,i ) ¼ r2
c(1 � e�2bcDi )/(2bc) where r2

c is a scale

parameter controlling the variability in velocity. With

respect to animal movement, cc can be interpreted as the

directional preference. That is, if cc ¼ 0, the animal has

no directional preference, while a large cc corresponds to
fast movement in a specific direction as determined by

the sign of cc. Likewise bc describes how much the

animal will stray from the path. If bc is large, the animal

will stay close to the path.

Location process.—By integrating over the velocity

process one obtains the location process

lc;i ¼ lc;i�1 þ mc;i�1ð1� e�bcDiÞ=bc þ fc;i: ð2Þ

Here lc,i denotes the c coordinate of the location at

time i and fc,i is an error term that follows a Gaussian

distribution with zero mean and variance

Vðfc;iÞ ¼
r2

c

b2
c

�
Di � 2ð1� e�bcDiÞ=bc

þ ð1� e�2bcDiÞ=ð2bcÞ
�
:

The joint distribution of gc,i and fc,i is a bivariate

Gaussian distribution with covariance

Covðgc;i; fc;iÞ ¼
r2

c

2b2
c

ð1� 2e�bcDi þ e�2bcDiÞ:

These processes combine to form the unobserved

states in our SSM.

5 www.tmb-project.org 6 www.github.com/calbertsen/argosTrack
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Measurement equation.—As in Johnson et al. (2008),

we consider the measurement equation

yc;i ¼ lc;i þ ec;i ð3Þ

where yc,i denotes the c coordinate of the observed

location of an animal and ec,i is a measurement error

term. We take the joint distribution of e1,i and e2,i to
be modeled as a bivariate t-distribution with da(i ) .3

degrees of freedom (to ensure the distribution has a

mean, variance, and skewness), mean vector of zeros,

and scale matrix Hi defined as Hi ¼ diag(s2
1;aðiÞ,s

2
2;aðiÞ)

where a(i ) is a factor determining the Argos location

quality class of observation i, and s2
1;aðiÞ and s2

2;aðiÞ are
scale parameters describing the variance of the

measurement error for the corresponding quality

class. Hence the measurement variance, through the

scale and degrees of freedom parameters, for both

coordinate directions is estimated for each location

class within the model. This model formulation,

denoted TMB-t, will be contrasted with the model

denoted TMB-g, which instead takes the joint

distribution of e1,i and e2,i to be bivariate Gaussian

with mean vector of zeros and covariance Hi. The

former can be considered more robust in that

t-distributions are heavier tailed than Gaussian

distributions, which makes outlying observations (like

those typical of Argos data) more likely under a

t-distribution such that they have less impact on

subsequent location and parameter estimation.

ESTIMATION

In SSMs, maximum likelihood inference about

parameters should be performed using the marginal

distribution of the observations. This requires integra-

tion over the unobserved states in the joint distribution

of the observed and unobserved (state) processes,

which in our case correspond to the Argos observations

and the true yet unobserved locations (and velocities)

of the tagged animal, respectively. In the Kalman filter,

the simplicity of the linear Gaussian SSM is exploited

to reduce the integration to a recursive algorithm that

is fast but inflexible. Inference with MCMC methods is

performed by sampling from the posterior likelihood of

the parameters and the unobserved states given the

observed data, which makes MCMC methods flexible

but slow. In TMB, the integration is performed by

using the Laplace approximation, which also produces

optimal state predictions and corresponding confidence

intervals (Kass and Steffey 1989). The deterministic

approximation is fast compared to simulation methods

while flexible compared to the Kalman filter. Similar to,

for example, the Kalman smoother, the state predic-

tions are smoothed with the Laplace approximation in

the sense that they depend on the whole data set. For

consistency, simplicity, and easy comparability with the

results of fitting similar models with the R packages

crawl (based on the Kalman filter) and bsam (uses

MCMC with a Gibbs sampler), we impose on our

model the restrictions b1 ¼ b2 and c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0. This

implies that all simulated tracks experienced zero drift,

and that autocorrelation was similar across coordinate

axes. Note that the crawl and TMB-g implementations

are not identical, as the latter estimates additional

variance parameters (associated with the Argos loca-

tions classes). The bsam model differs from the TMB-t

implementation in three ways: the bsam model is

formulated in discrete time, bsam models a turning

angle instead of the velocity, and the TMB-t imple-

mentation estimates all parameters in the measurement

equation. In bsam, the ratio of the scale parameters and

the degrees of freedom are fixed based on the results of

Vincent et al. (2002), which reduced the number of

estimated parameters in the measurement equation to

one.

SIMULATION STUDY

We carried out an extensive simulation study to assess

the gains in accuracy of the location estimates by fitting

the Johnson et al. (2008) movement model with

t-distributed measurement errors. We simulated data

from our SSM as described by Eqs. 1, 2, and 3.

Specifically, the unobserved locations and velocities

were simulated from Eqs. 1 and 2 and measurement

errors were bootstrapped from the residuals of the

TMB-t fit to mimic true heavy-tailed Argos measure-

ment errors, without assuming a specific distribution

(see Appendix A for details).

To measure the effect of using a SSM with

t-distributed measurement errors, we examined results

of the following three TMB implementations: TMB-g,

Gaussian measurement errors assumed; TMB-gr,

Gaussian measurement errors assumed but with a swim

speed filter applied (Freitas 2012); and TMB-t,

t-distributed measurement errors assumed. Further, the

R packages crawl (version 1.4-1; Johnson 2013) and

bsam (version 0.43.1; Jonsen et al. 2015) were applied to

the simulated data. Since bsam only produces position

estimates at regularized time steps, these were interpo-

lated by assuming linear movement between location

estimates. This is the same way bsam handles observa-

tions at irregular time steps (Jonsen et al. 2005). For

each implementation the resulting estimated locations

were compared to the true simulated locations by

calculating the coordinate-wise root mean squared error

(RMSE) along the track.

Using continuous-time Gaussian measurement errors

without preprocessing (the crawl and TMB-g implemen-

tations) resulted in an average RMSE of 0.012 in

latitude and 0.031 in longitude (Fig. 1 and Appendix A),

which corresponds to ;1400 m in the north–south

direction and 900 m in the east–west direction. The

RMSE was generally lowered by estimating all param-

eters in the model (TMB-g and TMB-t). When the data

were preprocessed with a swim speed filter (TMB-gr),

the RMSE decreased by an average of 22.3% (minimum

of �2.1%; maximum of 46.0%) in latitude and 23.3%
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(minimum of�20.5%; maximum of 38.4%) in longitude.

A negative decrease shows that in some cases the RMSE

was higher for TMB-gr than for TMB-g. The lowest

RMSE was achieved by assuming t-distributed mea-

surement errors with the TMB-t implementation.

Compared to TMB-g, TMB-t reduced the RMSE by

42.1% on average (minimum of 26.5%; maximum of

64.6%) in latitude and 43.6% (minimum of 34.7%;

maximum of 54.3%) in longitude. TMB-t additionally

reduced the RMSE compared to bsam by 10.4%
(minimum of �9.7%; maximum of 24.7%) in latitude

and 10.0% (minimum of 0.2%; maximum of 19.3%) in

longitude.

APPLICATION

To further illustrate the utility of our approach, we

considered two previously unpublished movement

tracks from a subadult and adult male ringed seal (Pusa

hispida), each corresponding to a different life-history

stage. The data sets of the subadult and adult seals

included 3586 and 2698 observations over a period of

168 and 219 d, respectively, of which 49.53% and 52.71%
were characterized by the two worst Argos quality

classes.

We modeled the ringed seal data with the four full

data approaches: crawl, bsam, TMB-g, and TMB-t (see

Appendices B and C for further details) to investigate

the effect of using a continuous-time model as opposed

to a discrete-time model, the effect of estimating all

parameters in the model, and the effect of using

t-distributed errors as opposed to Gaussian measure-

ment errors. Hence, preprocessing of data (TMB-gr) is

not considered in this section. The location estimates

from using crawl and TMB-g were similar (Fig. 2 and

Appendix B), but crawl was eight times faster than

TMB-g (Table 1). Similar location estimates were also

obtained from bsam and TMB-t (Fig. 2), but TMB-t was

60 times faster than bsam, which reduced the estimation

time from hours to three minutes.

Overall the robust implementations (TMB-t and

bsam) and those with Gaussian measurement error

assumptions gave similar location estimates, but with

substantial differences near outliers. These differences

are caused by the decreased sensitivity of the

t-distribution to extreme observations compared to

using the Gaussian distribution. This also led to the

low RMSE for TMB-t (Fig. 1). For both data sets, the

crawl implementation was the fastest, while TMB-g took

approximately four times as long. The additional

complexity of using t-distributed measurement errors

in TMB-t increased the execution time by 100% as

compared to TMB-g, while bsam used a total of 3 h.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we propose and demonstrate the use of

TMB for fitting non-Gaussian SSMs to animal move-

ment data, specifically that collected by the Argos

satellite-based system. Our simulation results and

application to two behaviorally distinct movement

tracks make clear that the Laplace approximation as

implemented in TMB is highly suitable for the param-

eter and state estimation required by complex SSMs. To

illustrate how TMB can be used to fit non-Gaussian

SSMs, we make available the R package argosTrack

(Supplement).

Using TMB, we were able to improve location

estimates compared to previous methods by estimating

all model parameters from the data and by utilizing

heavy-tailed t-distributions within the same model. In

FIG. 1. Boxplot of the root mean squared errors (RMSE)
for the R packages crawl (version 1.4-1; Johnson 2013) and
bsam (version 0.43.1; Jonsen et al. 2015), and three Temporal
Model Builder models (TMB-g, Gaussian measurement errors
assumed; TMB-gr, Gaussian measurement errors assumed but
with a swim speed filter applied [Freitas 2012]; and TMB-t,
t-distributed measurement errors assumed) in movement of a
seal by (A) latitude and (B) longitude. In each boxplot, the line
in the middle of the box indicates the median, box endpoints
indicate the first and third quartiles, and error bars indicate the
observations furthest from the box, while no more than 1.5
times the interquartile range from the box. Outlier values
beyond this range are indicated with open circles. States were
simulated parametrically and observations were bootstrapped
using the residuals of the TMB-t model that was fitted to the
subadult seal (so as to mimic true Argos errors).
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the simulation study, the location estimates were

improved by estimating all measurement error param-

eters (TMB-g compared to crawl; Fig. 1; Appendix A:

Fig. A2), and further improvements were made by using

t-distributed errors to account for outliers (TMB-t

compared to TMB-g). Using the robust continuous-

time model on the full data even outperformed that of

preprocessing the data with a standard swim speed filter

FIG. 2. Observed (dashed gray lines) and estimated tracks from four models fit to Argos observations collected by a (A) tagged
subadult and (B) adult ringed seal (Pusa hispida) in Nunavut, Canada. The four models included TMB-t (red), TMB-g (black),
crawl (blue), and bsam (orange); see Fig. 1 for model definitions.
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(as proposed by Freitas et al. 2008). The latter did

indeed provide improvements over a full-data Gaussian

approach. Finally, TMB-t improved state estimation

compared to bsam, which may be caused by estimating

all parameters in the model and by using a continuous-

time formulation compared to a discrete-time model, as

the latter discards information from the observations by

interpolating between state estimates at equidistant

times.

When applied to Argos data collected on ringed seals,

TMB-t did not substantially decrease running time

compared to crawl or TMB-g, but it did reduce

computation time from the hours of bsam to only

minutes. The fastest model we fitted during the

application was crawl, which was a predictable result

because the Kalman filter is an optimal estimation

method for linear Gaussian SSMs (in that there is an

analytical solution for these cases). Considering the

simulation study together with the application, the

results are promising for using the Laplace approxima-

tion to estimate continuous-time SSMs with t-distribut-

ed measurement errors for error-prone Argos tag data.

The improved estimation achieved by using t-distributed

errors agrees with previous results (Jonsen et al. 2005).

The power of TMB results from its flexibility allowing

for the estimation of non-Gaussian models and addi-

tional parameters, all without substantially increasing

computation time. For example, most SSM implemen-

tations to date have used existing estimates of Argos

error distributions based on the 426 observations of

Vincent et al. (2002; e.g., Johnson et al. 2008) or have

used the Vincent et al. (2002) results to parametrize their

error distributions (e.g., Jonsen et al. 2005). This is not

necessary when fitting SSMs with TMB, where param-

eters describing the measurement error t-distributions

are instead estimated within the SSM fitting procedure

and using the entire animal track (which in our

application included more than 2000 observations).

Furthermore, TMB requires far fewer subjective choices

(Bolker et al. 2013), which reduces estimation error

introduced by imposing incorrect conditions on a SSM

or its estimation procedure. For example, there are no

priors, no preprocessing, no burn-in period, no time

step, and no number of iterations for simulated

annealing. Additionally, one does not have to specify

initial distributions for the velocity and location

processes when using the Laplace approximation, unlike

most filters and MCMC methods. Finally, the compu-

tational efficiency of the TMB framework allows us to

more easily validate models through simulation or

bootstrapping to, e.g., examine the validity of the

standard errors of the estimated locations.

We have shown here that TMB is highly suitable for

fitting SSMs, particularly non-Gaussian versions, to

marine Argos telemetry data. However, we also note

that the models we have fitted are readily extendable to

data collected via GPS, which produces more accurate

location estimates than those estimated by Argos, and

additionally does not require location classes or

associated error distributions. The results of this study

are promising for improving the rapidity and robustness

of future analyses of more complex models including

covariates or multiple tracks for error-prone marine

telemetry data.
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